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Abstract: Inside the QFT and TFT frame is developed a geometrical and topological model of one wrapping energy particle or 

“axion” to establish the diffeomorphic relation between space and time through of universal coverings. Then is established a 

scheme that relates both aspects, time and space through of the different objects that these include and their spectrum that is 

characterized by their wrapping energy. 
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1. Introduction 

The study begins with a interesting question, how to arrive 

to a definition of time or energy? We know that the concept 

with that works the physics and after the mathematics not start 

of the nothing, are abstractions realized to start of the 

observation and after interpretation of all that us is sensible. 

The man has had as concerns the description of that happens in 

the nature and has mean importance the time and the energy. 

To arrive to a definition not has been possible, the intent 

have been probable, nevertheless, the advances in topological 

theory of strings and −D branes, furthermore of the 

obtaining of concepts as curvature and torsion energy, 

inclusive used in some dissertations as [1] to their application 

of devices to curvature measure of quantum gravity have done 

probable the crating of a theory at least to conjecture level of 

the equivalence of these concepts. Possibly and with the 

development of photonic and spintronic devices (energy and 

time established in the QFT through bosons and spins) can be 

demonstrated under observational facts such theory. 

To the question, is possible to establish equivalence 

between energy and time? Could have as immediate response 

and categorist no! Nevertheless re-evaluating the question in 

the context of the ramified field, could establish an 

equivalence, not in a purely algebraic sense and the 

continuous applications only, but, if for certain differential 

applications that born of several dualities (for example, the 

Langlands duality [2, 3]) and that are deformable images of 

certain applications between of differential operators in a 

holomorphic context and whose actions on said elements 

(ramifications) are actions  from of loop groups obtained in 

the construction of cycles of the space-time [3]. 

2. Spectrum of the Commutative Rings 

Let X , be a scheme [4], for example, the scheme given 

from the derived categories ,XD whose sheaves let ,I  be 

coherent sheaves of ideals on X , then the transformation that 

we define is the  morphism ,
~

: XX →π  such that ,~
1

X
OI−π  is 

an invertible sheaf. Here X
~O , is the structure of the sheaf of 

X
~ . 

Likewise, morphisms from schemes to affine schemes are 

completely understood in terms of ring homomorphisms by 

the following contravariant adjoint pair: For every scheme X , 

and every commutative ring ,A  we have a natural 

equivalence 

Schemes CRingHom ( ,Spec( )) Hom ( , ( ))XX A A O X≅        (1) 
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since  ,A is an initial object in the category of rings, the 

category of schemes has as a final object. ),Spec( A means the 

spectrum of a category of the commutative rings. The 

character Spec , is the functor “spectrum”. 

To our purposes the Axion particle must be a final element 

or object in the space )Spec( A . 

Def. 1. 1. The axion is an image of a spin manifold in the 

image of )Spec( A , of the space-time. 

This is not a spin manifold, however is the resulted of a 

transformation “blow up” 1 in the space-time of a spin 

manifold in QFT-frame. We define as image of a spin 

manifold under transformation rules in the space-time 

modeled as a complex Riemannian manifold of dimension n2 . 

3. An “Axion” of the Topological 

Characterizing of Energy Coverings in 

M. 

In superstring theory [5, 6], the construction of realistic 

phenomenological models requires dimensional reduction 

because the strings naturally propagate in a −10 dimensional 

space whilst the observed dimension of space-time of the 

universe is 4 . Formal constraints on the theories nevertheless 

place restrictions on the compactified space in which the extra 

"hidden" variables live: when looking for realistic −4

dimensional models with supersymmetry, the auxiliary 

compactified space must be a −6 dimensional Calabi-Yau 

manifold [7]. 

From a different point of view, and considering the time and 

space as fundamental entities that born from the universal 

covering of the Universe, that is the energy, we want establish 

the coupling of the space and time as only one, that creates a 

theoretical model particle to explain the movement 

phenomena and the creation of matter, this last, helping it with 

the quantum gravitation (for example: baryogenesis, TFT, etc) 

through other theories as mother gravity [8, 9, 10, 11], and 

other. 

4. Topological Quantum 

Diffeomorphisms in Field Theory 

Using the model in the figure 2 in [11], we consider the 

following: Let the corresponding non-compact Lagrangian 

submanifolds ,L as homotopy of ,0L where ,0L is the 

Lagrangian submanifold before of the action field given by 

one particle, to know [12]: 

0 1 0 1
*( , ) ( *( , ))HW L L H CW L L=          (2) 

Using the conjecture of Fukaya considering *,xTL = a 

cotangent fiber, the −∞A structure on ),(* 10 LLCW , should be 

quasi-isomorphic to the algebra −dg structure on ),( xC Ω∗−

                                                             

1  In mathematics, more specifically in algebraic geometry and the theory 

of complex manifolds, the coherent sheaves are a specific class of sheaves having 

particularly manageable properties closely linked to the geometrical properties of 

the underlying space. The definition of coherent sheaves is made with reference to 

a sheaf of rings that codifies this geometrical information. 

where xΩ , is the based loop space2 of ),,( xZ where ,Z is 

differentiable manifold which involves a normalized geodesic 

flow accord to their Poincaré section. This geodesic flow from 

a point of view strictly of the TFT, is conformed for the 

minimal trajectories with maximum benefit defined from a 

point of view of the variation principle. But this flow is 

created from the micro-states that can be measurable by the 

gauge fields [13] in the Hamiltonian space. 

From the conjecture 1, given in [13] the movement is spread 

ramification from the energy-vacuum mechanism through 

paths of particle actions given by [14] 

( ) ( ( )) ( )
cO c

M

O x d xγ γ γℑ = ∫                   (3) 

The Bulnes’s operator cO [14], involves a connection 

)(,),( MTXMpX pppt ∈∈∀σ 3 of the tangent bundle of the space 

of trajectories tI×⊂ΓΩ 3
)( R , such that the map  

(1)XX γ→                         (4) 

is a diffeomorphism from )(0 MTU p⊂  to MpU p ∈∀, , being 

pUU ,0 , open neighborhoods. 

But, what is there with the quantum image of this 

diffeomorphism? Will be this also an image of other 

diffeomorphisms under the same topology or needs an 

extended or induced topology? 

Then the corresponding paths in the quantum image M , 

from the field actions given in (3) take the form to that energy 

states collection as: 

( )

( ) ( ( )) ( )
cO c

X M

O x d xϕ ϕ ϕℑ = ∫           (5) 

preserving the same symplectic structure. 

To it we need establish a correspondence between the 

wrapped Floer cohomology and the ordinary Floer 

cohomology given by  ),(L*H where the action functional (3) 

haves the same value that (5). The wrapped Floer cohomology 

that comes from of the energy that wraps the flow of geodesics 
 , 1] [0, : Mx → , of the Hamiltonian H,  and that generates the 

associated Floer cochain complex going from ,0L  to 1L , 

having that4 

 
1

0 1 0 1( , ; H) *( ( ), )XCF* L L CF L Lϕ≅             (6) 

                                                             

2 In mathematics, the space of loops or (free) loop space of a topological space ,X  

is the space of loops from the unit circle ,1S to ,X  together with the 

compact-open topology. ),,( 1 XSCX =Ω  

That is, a particular function space. In particular ,xΩ is the base loop space of XΩ . 

In homotopy theory loop space commonly refers to the same construction applied 

to pointed spaces, i.e. continuous maps respecting base points. In this setting there 

is a natural "concatenation operation" by which two elements of the loop space can 

be combined. With this operation, the loop space can be regarded as a magma or 

even as an −∞A space. Concatenation of loops is not strictly associative, but it is 
associative up to higher homotopies. 

3 Indeed, is the affine connection describes as: 

).(exp)( )(' tXXX ptpt =∇= γσ  

4 Here 
1

Xφ is the flow of geodesics γ , such that  X ∀ , a Hamiltonian vector field 

of H , is satisfied (4). 
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which must suffer a little variation  to create to the infinitum 

the wrapping such that given two −dg modules LE , and QE , 

5elements of a −dg category defined by ,mod )(CM   = .where 

C , is the Cĕch complex defined by (where 1−= Id ). 

( )[ ]
I I

C U d= Γ −⊕                  (7) 

Theorem 3. 1. (Abbondandolo-Schwartz). Let ,*ZTM = be 

the cotangent bundle6 of a closed oriented manifold, and take 

two cotangent fibers ZTL x

∗=
00  (that is to say, the obtained 

from cO ) and .
11 ZTL x

∗= Then  

0 1( , ) ( )
0 1x , xHW * L L H L−∗≅             (8) 

is the (negatively graded) homology of the space of paths in Z , 

going from 0x , to 1x . 

Proof. [15]. 

Conjecture 4 [16, 17]. Let ,* ZTM = be a cotangent fibre. 

Then the −dg module LE  (of Lagrangian submanifold L ) is 

isomorphic to LE in ).(MH  Moreover, if , is simply 

connected G ,7 gives rise to a quasi-isomorphism  

( ) *( , ) hom ( , )m
x L L

C CW L L E E−∗ Ω ≅ →       (9) 

Proposition 3. 1 (F. Bulnes, M. Ramírez, L. Ramírez, O, 

Ramírez). The wrapping energy (spectrum) is characterized 

by the fields related by the diffeomorphism ,)()( HC x- W→Ω∗

whose space of paths going from )(xγ , to ),(xφ foreseen in (8). 

Then the ramification of field in this case is the connection to 

the operator .*: MTTMOc →  

Proof. [11].  

5. Wrapp Enery and the Space-Time 

Let ,E be energy, ,S space and ,T time, and the 

corresponding sets ,
E

SU and E

TU , such that is satisfied the 

commutative elemental diagram: 

Id

T S

E E

φ ψ

Λ

↓

→

↓
→

                   (10) 

where in the space-time context, the application ,Λ is a 

homomorphism of the Universe: 

                                                             

5  It’s a −dg module over a −dg algebra of Cĕch cochains. This in other 

re-interpretation could be a sheaf of complexes. 

6 The cotangent bundle  Z,*T  of any  -n dimensional manifold   Z,  is itself a 

manifold (of dimension  2n ) and supports naturally an exact symplectic structure 

.λω d=  (This -  1 form  , λ  is sometimes called the Liouville form). There are 

several ways to construct an associated contact manifold, one of dimension 12 − n , 

one of dimension 12 + n . 

7 G is the −∞A functor:  ),mod( )( : CMWG =→M  

Resulted of associates to any exact Lagrangian submanifold  , which is Legendrian 

at infinity, a −dg  module LE , over . C  

Here a −dg algebra over our coefficient field K , with an augmentation 

 ,: K→ Cε  whose kernel is denoted by I . Then is possible equip the free 

tensor co-algebra ]),1[(IT .with a differential and then dualizes it to a −dg

algebra .])1[( ∨= I B T  

S E E

T T SU U U=                  (11) 

called the product of the time and space. Of fact is a 

homomorphism belonging to the homomorphism space given 

in the second member of (1) if we consider the spaces  ,E  ,S

and ,T as belonging to a spin manifold. From a point of view 

of the string theory, these spaces can be identified as 

orbifolds8 of certain dimension each one.  

Then S

TU , is our Universe modeled as topological space. Of 

fact, this shapes an orbifold atlas. The opens ,S and ,T are 

included in S

TU . We define our “axion” corresponding to the 

wrap energy under this frame: 

Def. 3. 1. The corresponding axion η , to the wrap energy 

will be the universal coverings composition ,ET → and ,ES →

in space-time .M  

From a point of view of the QFT, we can give the following 

simple definition: 

Def. 3. 2. The corresponding axion to the wrap energy η , is 

a bi-particle that involve of an energy quanta of space (in the 

more elemental dimension an energy of length 9 ) and an 

energy quanta of time. 

We take ),,( 21 ηηη = in the energy open E . This is 

equivalent to consider the set of equivalence classes of closed 

minimal paths (loops) with base point the axion η . The space 
),,(1 ηπ E is the fundamental group of the open energy E , 10with 

base point the axionη . 

Let the axions ,, 21 E∈ηη and consider an affine connection 

whose trajectory let be minimal between them, that is to say, a 

ramification of minor consume of energy and time, then those 

do that the groups ),,( 11 ηπ E and ),,( 22 ηπ E let be isomorphic. 

We suppose that the applications ,ET → and ,ES → are 

orbifolds universal coverings. Then E , is a wrapped energy 

resulted from these coverings [11]. 

Now supposing ,S and ,T are connected by minimal 

trajectories, and let ,: TE →µ and ,: SE →ν the two 

homotopic  [19] equivalences given in the diagram (10) then 

* : ( , ( )) ( , ( ))T Sϕ π µ η π ν η→           (12) 

is an isomorphism. 

Indeed, considering the following diagrams this property 

can be proved: 

                                                             

8  In the topology, geometry, and geometric group theory an orbifold (for 

"orbit-manifold") is a generalization of a manifold. It is a topological space (called 

the underlying space) with an orbifold structure.  

An n-dimensional orbifold is a Hausdorff topological space ,X  called the 

underlying space, with a covering by a collection of open sets ,iU closed under 

finite intersection. For each ,iU there is 

an open subset ,iV of ,nR invariant under a faithfull linear action of a finite group 

,iΓ  

a continuous map ,iϕ of ,iV onto ,iU invariant under ,iΓ  called an orbifold 

chart, which defines a homeomorphism between ,/ iiV Γ and .iU  

9 Following some ideas given in [18] we consider the length between points of 

space-time in the frame as discrete. Of fact is calculated in [18]. 

10  There are several ways to define the orbifold fundamental group. More 

sophisticated approaches use orbifold covering spaces or classifying spaces of 

groupoids. 
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( , ( )) ( , ( ))

Id

T S

E E

T T

φ ψ

π π

π µ η π ν η

Λ→

↓ ↓
→

↓ ↓

→

             (13) 

The open sets ,E  ,S and ,T are connected for minimal 

trajectories, thus is possible to say that ,T is a covering of ,E  

also ,S is a covering of ,E  being taken the continuous 

applications and on ,: ET →ϕ  and ,: ES →ψ such that to each 

axion ,E∈η there exist an open neighborhood ,ηU that satisfy: 
,)(1

∪
j

juU =−
ηϕ  with ju , open sets ,j∀ and the corresponding to 

ψ . 
,: ηϕ Uu ju j

→ is a homomorphism j∀ . Also  ,: ηψ Vukuk
→ such 

that .∅≠∩ kj uu  

Here ,ηU and ηV , are regular neighborhoods  and the open 

sets ju , and ku , are folds11. 

Newly consider the axion η . Given a subgroup , of , there is 

a connected covering by minimal trajectories called universal 

covering, as was signed in the sections II, III, and IV, of this 

work. Now remember that is called to the open sets ,E  ,S and 
,T  the energy, time and space, and , the Universe as 

topological space ,E whose spectrum is the space T

SU . 

Then using the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem [20] we 

consider the following characteristics: 

1). ,E  ,S and ,T  opens and connected by minimal 

trajectories of the topological spaces E

SU , and 
E

SU , such that  

,, ∅≠∩=∪ TEUTE E

T  

and 

,, ∅≠∩=∪ SEUSE E

S  

where TE ∩  , and TE ∩ , also connected by minimal 

trajectories. Let η , be the bi-particle called axion of wrap 

energy such that ,TE ∩∈η and ,SE ∩∈η as base to the 

fundamental groups. 

2. Let 
E

SK , and E

TK , the arbitrary groups and consider the 

following homomorphisms ,1ρ  ,2ρ  ,3ρ  ,1θ  ,2θ and ,3θ  and 

such that the following diagram commute: 

                                                             

11 In string theory the orbifolds are generalizations of the notion of manifold that 

allow the presence of the points whose neighborhoods are diffeomorphic to a 

quotient of ,nR by a finite group, i.e. ./ ΓnR  A QFT defined on an orbifold becomes 
singular near the fixed points of G. However string theory requires us to add new 

parts of the closed string Hilbert space, namely the twisted sectors where the fields 

defined on the closed strings are periodic up to an action from G. Orbifolding is 
therefore a general procedure of string theory to derive a new string theory from an 

old string theory in which the elements of G have been identified with the identity. 

This is our case that we are using. 

−D branes, propagating on the orbifolds are described, at low energies, by gauge 
theories defined by the quiver diagrams. Open strings attached to these −D

branes have no twisted sector, and so the number of open string states is reduced by 

the orbifolding procedure. 

2 2

1 1

1 1

2 2

( )

3( )

( )

3( )

( )

E

S

E

T

S

K U

E S K

U K

E

K U

E T K

U K

T

π
ψ ρ

ρ
π

ψ ρ
π

φ θ
θ

π
φ θ

π

∩ →

∩ →

               (14) 

By (11) there are homomorphisms: 

,)(: E

T

E

T KU →πσ  : ( )E E

S SU Kτ π →            (15) 

such that the following diagram commute: 

E

T

E

T

K

UE

         

,

)()(

1

1

σθ
ππ

ϕ

λ↓

→
 

E

T

E

T

K

UE

       

)()(

2

2

σθ
ππ ϕ

λ↓

→

 

and 

E

T

E

T

K

UTE

       

)()(

3

3

σθ
ππ ϕ

λ↓

→∩

 

Also the corresponding to ,S  

E

S

E

S

K

UE

         

,

)()(

1

1

τρ
ππ

ψ

λ↓

→

E

S

E

S

K

UE

       

)()(

2

2

τρ
ππ ψ

λ↓

→

 

and 

E

S

E

S

K

UE

         

,

)()(

3

3

τρ
ππ

ψ

λ↓

→

 

Then  

E E T

T S SK K K=                    (16) 

where ii ψϕ , , are induced homomorphism for inclusions. All 

before development is applied in the case when ,T  and ,S  

are considered as bases to the executed process and observe 

the homomorphisms between ,E and ,T and also ,E and S . 

Then ,E and ,T as also ,E ,S are mutually covered, and the 

elements for that are constituted, the axions η , are their 

fundamental elements of the open sets of the Universe .S

TU   

6. Results 

From the proposition of section 4, the important fact of that 

there exists a wrapping energy that gives support to the 

topological diffeomorphisms in QFT, to the space and   the 
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time, give step to that their ramification of field (the 

connection of the loop space )( xC Ω∗− ) is a connection obtained 

under the following scheme:  

( ) (mod ( ( ))) ( )

embb

( ) ( )

R

c

Diff G

- x

O H f C Z H M C

C W H M

ϕ

ϕ

−1

−∗

∗

∈ Ω → →

↓ ↓ ↓

Ω → ∋ →

 (17) 

where the distinguished diffeomorphism ,)()( HC x- W→Ω∗ is 

demonstrated in the proposition. The descendent mappings are 

considered the ramifications of field that under 

transformations of energy can be topological spaces created 

by the corresponding flows of geodesics, strings or −D
branes. 

Then using the scheme on functoriality of rings planted in 

(1) considering the connection scheme to the ramified field in 

the space-time M, we can enounce the following generalizing 

of (11) given by the following Theorem: 

Theorem (F. Bulnes) 5. 1. If we consider the category 

,Y)ˆ(  g,M
FK then a scheme of their spectrum ,)(HW where Y , is 

a Calabi-Yau manifold comes given as: 

)ˆ,(,
ˆ

Y)(VHom)V(Hom criticalLoc

Def

critical  g g ,MX
FGL K≅ (18) 

Proof. [2, 3]. 

Applying the before theorem to the context of our coverings 

and axions we have the following corollary:  

Corollary (M. Ramírez, L.Ramírez, O. Ramírez, F. Bulnes) 

5. 1. We have the following scheme: 

))))(,((,(,
*

ηµπφ T
C

EKU S

T Ring
3 (1,

Hom)(Hom ≅∧  
)so

(19) 

where  ),(HW∈φ and their pull-back is *φ . 

7. Conclusions 

There is a committed hypothesis that emerges from this 

analysis, we attach, the analyzed the interim lapse between the 

beginning and end; is what we know and is acquaintance; in 

this context, the axion concerns and refer the simultaneous 

action of space-time through of the development of elements 

of energy, certain orbifolds that born of a spin manifold. The 

axion η , is the minimal particle created to start of a covering 

transformation of two fundamental aspects of the apparent 

Universe and helps to define with major precision the 

movement and the matter, where this last stay defined with 

help of the gravity theories of ramified field. 

The fundamental groups ))(,( ηµπ T , and ))(,( ηνπ S , 

used, likewise the coverings and uprisings (homotopies), 

constitute the operative elements of this theory. The central 

idea of this research consists in consider, without being risky, 

that the Universe (at least in the quantum level) can be 

modeled by axions η , where all other, only are 

manifestations of these, and can be added to other major 

aspects as the thermodynamic type, the existence of 

singularities of the space-time and their effects to define a 

complex spin manifold that explain the born of all ten 

dimensions that require other theories as the string theory, 

since the entity particle and field are dual concepts in the 

second postulating of the QFT. 

Their spectrum can be viewed an aspect of one version of 

the Floer cohomology and their Lagrangians that are the 

object in the other class of the homomorphism that include the 

ring structure.  
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